Arthur Dorros views being a writer like being a traveling detective. In this Reading Rainbow book, Arthur Dorros provides a beginning look at the fascinating world of ants - the variety of the cities they build, the job each ant carries out and the remarkable feats they can accomplish. This enlarged edition of a Let's-Read-and-Find-Out classic contains a new Find Out More page, where kids can learn how to make their own ant farms!

From the Back Cover:

Did you ever wonder where an ant goes when it disappears into an anthill? A sophisticated underground ant city once populated by millions of insects has been discovered by a team of scientists. The abandoned megalopolis, which features vast subterranean highways, paths and gardens, was found buried beneath the earth in Brazil. It is thought to have housed one of the biggest ant colonies in the world. But no one is sure when the leafcutter species left and what caused their demise. Scroll down to watch the amazing video. Ant City also makes a great classroom teaching resource. This product can be used in classroom activities that align with the Australian Curriculum. Code: Content Descriptor: Foundation - ACSSU002. Living things have basic needs, including food and water. Year 1 - ACSSU017.